Abstract. Let π be an irreducible smooth complex representation of a general linear p-adic group and let σ be an irreducible complex supercuspidal representation of a classical p-adic group of a given type, so that π ⊗ σ is a representation of a standard Levi subgroup of a p-adic classical group of higher rank. We show that the reducibility of the representation of the appropriate p-adic classical group obtained by (normalized) parabolic induction from π ⊗ σ does not depend on σ, if σ is "separated" from the supercuspidal support of π. (Here, "separated" means that, for each factor ρ of a representation in the supercuspidal support of π, the representation parabolically induced from ρ ⊗ σ is irreducible.) This was conjectured by E. Lapid and M. Tadić. (In addition, they proved, using results of C. Jantzen, that this induced representation is always reducible if the supercuspidal support is not separated.)
Introduction
Let G d be the group of rational points of a classical group of relative semi-simple rank d defined over a non-Archimedean local field F .
1 We understand by that that G d is either a general linear group, a symplectic group, a special odd orthogonal group, a full even orthogonal group or a unitary group, meaning that the latter ones are defined respectively by an alternating, symmetric or hermitian bilinear form. Remark that all these groups, except the even orthogonal one, are connected. The non-negative integer d is the rank of a maximal split torus of G d . (In particular, G 0 is anisotropic.)
The type of G d and the splitting field will be fixed in the sequel, so that G d ′ will be a factor of a Levi subgroup of
More generally, the Levi subgroups of G d will have the form M × G d ′ (when G d ′ = 1, this is identified with M ), where M is a Levi subgroup of a general linear group with coefficients in a field E which is equal to F except if G d is a unitary group in which case E equals the splitting field of G d . (If G denotes a general linear group, one can of course take G d ′ = 1.)
We will denote by R(G d ) the category of smooth complex representations of G d . Denote by I a set of inertial orbits, closed under taking contragredients (or conjugate-duals if E = F ), of (possibly different) general linear groups GL n (E), n ∈ N. If G is a classical group other than GL n , fix an integer d 0 ≥ 0 and a supercuspidal representation σ of G d0 . If G is a general linear group, then put d 0 = 0, so that in this case always G d0 = {1} and σ = 1.
Let C I;σ be the direct sum of the full sub-categories of the category R(G d ) fg of finitely generated representations of the groups G d , d ∈ N, whose irreducible subquotients contain each a representation of the form ρ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ r ⊗ σ in their supercuspidal support, with ρ i lying in some O i in I. (When G d0 = 1, then by convention ρ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ r ⊗ σ := ρ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ r .) If G denotes a general linear group, write C
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We keep the notation from the introduction.
2.1. In addition, we denote by O the union of the inertial orbit of a supercuspidal representation of a Levi subgroup of a general linear group with the inertial orbit of the (conjugate-)dual 2 of the supercuspidal representation, so that O is stable under unramified twists and contragredients. We call O a self-dual inertial orbit and say that O is homogeneous if it contains a representation of the form ρ ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ. The number of factors ρ will then be called the length of O, denoted l(O). We call the support of O, denoted supp(O), the union of the inertial orbits of ρ and of ρ ∨ . Thus, the support is a self-dual inertial orbit of length 1 in the homogeneous case. If n is such that ρ is a representation of GL n (E), then we write n = n(O).
A set of supercuspidal representations of GL n (E), n ≥ 1, stable under unramified twists and under conjugate-dual, can be uniquely written as a disjoint union of length 1 self-dual inertial orbits.
Let I be a set of length 1 self-dual inertial orbits of (possibly different) general linear groups GL n (E), n ∈ N, as in the introduction. Let O 1 , . . . , O r be a finite set of homogeneous orbits with distinct support in I. We will put O 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ O r := {ρ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ r |ρ i ∈ O i } and O 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ O r ⊗ σ := {ρ 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρ r ⊗ σ| ρ i ∈ O i } (which will be the same as 
The following proposition is a direct consequence of the theory of the Bernstein center [BD] :
Proposition 2.1. One has the equality C I;σ = ∞ r=1 {O1,...,Or} (R(G d(O1⊗···⊗Or⊗σ) ) O1⊗···⊗Or⊗σ ) fg , where the sum goes over finite sets of homogeneous orbits with distinct support in I .
Let now
O be a tensor product of a finite set of homogeneous orbits O i with distinct support, O := O 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗ O r . In [H1] , we fixed a certain projective generator P O,σ in R(G d ) O⊗σ following Bernstein, see [R] . We will write P In fact, if M O⊗σ denotes the Levi subgroup of G d(O⊗σ) on which the representations in O⊗σ are defined, then P O,σ is parabolically induced from a certain projective generator in R(M O⊗σ ) O⊗σ . In particular, the projective generator P O,σ of R (G d(O⊗σ) ) O⊗σ depends on the ordering of the O i , while the Bernstein
Proof. By [H1, 1.10 and section 3.1], the intertwining operator permuting the O i is an isomorphism.
To fix notations, we choose in this subsection for each permutation
of O an isomorphism between the projective generators P O ′ ,σ and P O,σ . It induces an isomorphism between the corresponding endomorphism algebras. In addition, we fix an ordering on the length 1 self-dual inertial orbits of the general linear groups. This induces an ordering on any finite set O 1 , . . . , O r of homogeneous inertial orbits with distinct support.
For each i, one deduces from this choice an embedding End
: recall first that P Oi,σ and P O,σ are defined through parabolic induction from suitable Levi subgroups. Now, if i = r, the inductions are all w.r.t. standard parabolic subgroups so that transitivity holds, and the above embedding follows by functoriality of parabolic induction. For general i, to get an embedding, one forms first a permutation (P O (i) ,σ ) given by parabolic induction as above. When conjugating this embedding by the isomorphism End (P O (i) ,σ ) fixed above, one gets our embedding. Proposition 2.3. After the above identifications, one has a canonical isomorphism
Remark 2.4.
(i) This result does not apply to the even special orthogonal group. (An erratum for a certain related statement in [H1] has been made in [H3, end of appendix A].) (P Oi,σ ) , whence an isomorphism with End G d(O⊗σ) (P O,σ ). This is the isomorphism that will be chosen in the sequel.
Proof. The algebra End G d(O⊗σ) (P O,σ ) is generated by operators T w and J r and an algebra of scalar operators B O (see [H1, 5.10] and also [H3, A.6 and C.5] Theorem 2.5. The category R (G d(O⊗σ) ) O⊗σ is equivalent to the category of right modules over the algebra
The equivalence of category is given by V → Hom G (P O,σ , V ), where the algebra
It is compatible with parabolic induction, the Jacquet functor and preserves temperedness and discrete series.
Remark 2.6. It follows from [H1, Proposition 6.1] and [H3, A.2, C.5] , that the tensor product factors of the algebra (2.1) are either affine Hecke algebras of types A or B or the semidirect product of an affine Hecke algebra of type D by the group algebra of a cyclic group of order 2.
Proof. The first part follows from Proposition 2.3 by Morita equivalence, as P O,σ is a projective generator in R(G d(O⊗σ) ) O⊗σ . The compatibility with parabolic induction and Jacquet functor is a consequence of [R, section 5 ] (see also [H1, 7.9] ), while preservation of temperedness and discrete series was considered in [H2] (properly, [H2] did not treat unitary groups, but the proof in [H2] generalizes to the setting of unitary groups, taking into account [H3, Appendix C]).
2.4. Applying Theorem 2.5 to the Proposition 2.1, one gets:
Corollary 2.7. The category C I;σ is equivalent to the category of finitely generated right modules over the algebra
where the O i denote homogeneous orbits with distinct support in I.
This equivalence of categories sends a summand V in (R(G) O1⊗···⊗Or,σ ) fg to the right
It is compatible with parabolic induction, the Jacquet functor and preserves temperedness and discrete series 2.5. We will now apply the theory of the tensor product of abelian categories as established in [D] and used in [H3] .
Corollary 2.8. If I and J are disjoint, then one has an equivalence of category Φ I,σ;J,σ : C I;σ ⊗ C J;σ → C I∪J;σ , which is compatible with parabolic induction, the Jacquet functor, (conjugate)-dual and preserves temperedness and discrete series.
Remark 2.9. (i) C. Jantzen proved in [J, Theorem 9.3 ] the underlying bijection of irreducible representations, satisfying a list of properties. These properties are consequences of the exactness of a functor of equivalence of categories and compatibility with parabolic induction and Jacquet functor (using among others the definition of Aubert-duality in the context of affine Hecke algebras). Of course, by exactness, one has also an equivalence between the subcategories of finite length representations.
In addition, C. Jantzen considered the more precise setting of real lines and not whole inertial orbits, meaning that O is replaced by the set O R of twists by real valued unramified characters of a given irreducible supercuspidal representation and its (conjugate-)dual. Using Lusztig's reduction theorem (see Theorem 4.15 in this paper) and preservation of Jacquet modules, Corollary 2.8 and its proof remain however valid, when I and J are distinct sets formed by real lines, getting the precise situation considered by C. Jantzen in [J] .
(ii) The preservation of unitarity is more difficult, as presently it is only a conjecture that the equivalence of category between smooth representations of p-adic groups and modules over affine Hecke-algebras as given by Bernstein's progenerators preserves unitarity.
(iii) The restriction to the category of finitely generated representations is due to the notion of tensor product for categories of modules over coherent rings as defined in [D, Proposition 5.3] , where this restriction is made.
Proof. The category on the right is equivalent to the category of finitely generated right modules over the algebra
where the O i denote self-dual inertial orbits of length 1 with distinct support in I ∪ J. We can write this also as
where the O i 's have support in I and the O j ' have support in J. This is isomorphic to
The category of finitely generated right modules over each of the factor of the above tensor product is respectively equivalent to C I;σ and C J;σ . It remains to show that the category of finitely generated modules over the tensor product is equivalent to C I;σ ⊗ C J;σ (and in particular, that this tensor product exists). In fact, each side of the tensor product can be respectively rewritten as
where the algebras over which the union is taken are considered to be subalgebras of each others. This is a union over coherent algebras by [H3, B.2] , so that the tensor product exists [H3, B.5] and C I;σ ⊗ C J;σ is the categorical union of the corresponding finitely generated full subcategories. The last part of the corollary is then immediate by corollary 2.7, except the assertion about the (conjugate-)dual. But this is obvious, as (conjugate-)dual passes to the supercuspidal support. 
Put A I,σ = B
GL I
⊗ B I,σ . As remarked in the proof of Corollary 2.8, the category C I;σ is equivalent to the category of finitely generated right B I,σ -modules, and by this one sees that the category C GL I ⊗ C I;σ is equivalent to the category of finitely generated right-A I,σ -modules. Parabolic induction defines a natural map A I,σ → B I,σ , which is defined on each of the summands of A I,σ by parabolic induction.
It follows from [R, section 5] that the functor M I,σ commutes by equivalence of category with the one from the category of finitely generated right A I,σ -modules to the category of finitely generated right
Recall that two functors F, G : C → D are equivalent, if there exists equivalences of categories Φ :
Theorem 2.11. Let I and J be disjoint sets of self-dual length 1 inertial orbits. Identify (C
Proof. Remark first that the identification in the second sentence of the theorem is justified by [D, 5.16 ].
As we are only considering equivalences of functors, we can go over -by equivalence of categories -to the category of finitely generated right modules over the corresponding endomorphism algebras. Using the compatibility remarked above of the functors M I,σ , M J,σ and M I∪J,σ with this equivalence of categories, this breaks down to the following tensor product identity for finitely generated
which is immediate.
3. Reducibility of induced modules for classical affine Hecke algebras 3.1. The Bernstein presentation. Let (X, X ∨ , R, R ∨ , ∆) be a based root datum with finite Weyl group W . Let ℓ : W → N be the length function. For every α ∈ R, denote by s α ∈ W the corresponding reflection. For each root α ∈ R, let α ∨ ∈ R ∨ denote the corresponding coroot. We recall the Bernstein presentation of the affine Hecke algebra following Lusztig [Lu1] . Let λ : ∆ → Z and λ
Let H(W, q) denote the finite Hecke algebra, i.e., the associative, unital C[q]-algebra generated by T w , w ∈ W subject to the relations:
(
Definition 3.1. The affine Hecke algebra H(q) = H(q, λ, λ * ) is the unique associative unital C[q]-algebra generated by T w , w ∈ W , and θ x , x ∈ X subject to finite Hecke algebra relations and the relations:
2) Then τ α satisfy the braid relations and τ 2 α = 1 [Lu1, Proposition 5.2] . This means that the assignment τ α → s α extend to a group isomorphism between τ α : α ∈ ∆ and W . Let τ w denote the element corresponding to w ∈ W . Then f τ w = τ w w −1 (f ), for all f ∈ A. (3.3) We define elements R α ∈ H(q) by clearing the denominator of τ α :
The elements R α satisfy the following similar properties to τ α , as can be seen from the commutativity of A (and the properties of τ α ).
Lemma 3.2.
(3) {R α } satisfy the braid relations, and hence we may define R w , w ∈ W .
Let V be a finite dimensional module of H(q) on which q acts by q ∈ C × . (We will be interested in the case q > 1.) A weight vector of V with weight
Notice that by Lemma 3.2, if v is such a weight vector and if R w · v = 0 then R w · v is also a weight vector with weight w(µ).
3.2. Rank one. Consider the SO(3, C) root datum with two parameters. More precisely, X = Zα,
, and set λ = λ(α) and λ * = λ * (α). Specialize q = q > 1. The affine Hecke algebra H A1 (λ, λ * ) is generated by T = T sα and θ = θ α , θ −1 subject to the relations
The only proper parabolically induced modules are the two-dimensional modules:
where C ν is the one-dimensional module of A on which θ acts by the scalar q ν . There are four onedimensional H A1 (λ, λ * )-modules:
The first of these modules is the analogue of the Steinberg representation and the third is the analogue of the trivial representation. The following result is well known and easy to prove (for example by using the description of the one-dimensional modules above).
Lemma 3.3. The module I(ν) is reducible if and only if q ν ∈ {q
Now consider the SL(2, C) root datum with one parameter. In this case, X = Zα/2, X ∨ = Zα ∨ , R = {±α}, R ∨ = {±α ∨ }, ∆ = {α}, and set λ = λ(α). Specialize q = q > 1. The affine Hecke algebra H A1 (λ) is generated by T = T sα and θ = θ α/2 , θ −1 subject to the relations
As before, the only proper parabolically induced modules are the two-dimensional modules:
There are four one-dimensional H A1 (λ)-modules:
Notice that in the first two modules, θ α = θ 2 = q −λ and in the last two θ α = q λ . Again the following result is well known.
Lemma 3.4. The module I(ν) is reducible if and only if q ν ∈ {±q ±λ/2 }.
3.3. Type B n . (Hecke algebra with root datum of type SO(2n + 1) and unequal parameters) Let us specialize now to the case when X = Z n and R is the root system of type B n . Let ∆ = {ǫ 1 − ǫ 2 , ǫ 2 − ǫ 3 , . . . , ǫ n−1 − ǫ n , ǫ n } in the usual coordinates. Let m + , m − be real parameters and set q = q > 1,
Denote by H B = H B (m + , m − ) this specialization of the affine Hecke algebra. Then H B is generated by T i = T αi and θ i = θ ǫi subject to the (finite) Hecke relations and the cross-relations:
(3.13)
We remark that with our notation
3.4. Induced modules: overlapping supports. Let H A denote the subalgebra of H B generated by T i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1 and by θ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. This is isomorphic to the affine Hecke algebra of gl(n). We will think of the weights of H A -modules and of H B -modules as n-tuples
where λ i ∈ C/2πi log(q), 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The Weyl group W n of type B n acts by permutations and inversions on such a ν. Let W Sn n denote the set of (unique) minimal length representatives of the cosets W n /S n . Let π be a finite dimensional H A -module and form the parabolically induced H B module
The following lemma is a particular case of a well-known result, see for example [BM] .
Lemma 3.5. The weights of I(π) are w(ν), where ν ranges over the weights on π and w ∈ W Sn n . Notice that in particular {s n , s n−1 s n , s n−2 s n−1 s n , . . . , s 1 s 2 · · · s n } ⊂ W Sn n . This means that if ν = (q λ1 , q λ2 , . . . , q λn ) is a weight of π, then every (q λ1 , . . . , q λi−1 , q −λn , q λi+1 , . . . , q λn−1 , q λi ) is a weight of I(π).
Before proving our reducibility result, we need a lemma about finite Hecke algebras. Let H Wn be the finite Hecke algebra for W n , and H Sn ⊂ H Wn the finite Hecke algebra for S n . Denote by H W1 ⊂ H Wn the subalgebra generated by T n .
Notice that the map 
Lemma 3.6. Let σ be a simple H Sn -module and σ 0 a simple (trivial or Steinberg) H W1 -module. Suppose
is an H Wn -homomorphism. Then φ is not surjective.
Proof. We use the fact that both σ × 0 and 0 × σ occur in H Wn ⊗ HS n σ. Suppose first that σ 0 is the trivial H W1 -module. Then every simple H Wn -module that appears in H Wn ⊗ HW 1 σ 0 has a vector on which T n acts by −1. This means that σ × 0 cannot appear in H Wn ⊗ HW 1 σ 0 . On the other hand, if σ 0 is the Steinberg module, the same argument applies to see that 0 × σ (on which T n acts by q Id) does not appear in H Wn ⊗ HW 1 σ 0 .
Theorem 3.7. Assume that m + = 0 and m − = 0. Let π be a simple H A -module and suppose that π has a weight (q λ1 , . . . , q λn ) such that q λi ∈ {q ±m+ , −q ±m− } for some i. Then I(π) is reducible.
Proof. Let j be the largest index such that q λj ∈ {q ±m+ , −q ±m− }. Using the remark after Lemma 3.5, there exists a weight ν = (q
±m+ , −q ±m− }. Let 0 = x ∈ I(π) be a weight vector for this weight. Then by (3.15)
There are two cases.
(a) y = R n · x = 0. Then R n · y = 0. Notice that y is a weight vector with weight s n (ν), hence θ n · y = q −λ ′ n y. Using formula (3.14), we get
The assumption on m + and m − implies that (q −2λ ′ n − 1) = 0, hence T n acts by a scalar on y. Since y is also a weight vector, it follows that C y is a one-dimensional module π 0 of the parabolic Hecke subalgebra H B1 of type B 1 .
(b) R n · x = 0. Then set for uniformity y = x and the same argument as in (a) applies with the only change being that in the above formula λ ′ n should be replaced by −λ ′ n . In conclusion, we have constructed a one-dimensional H B1 -module π 0 = Cy, generated by the element y, inside the H B -module I(π). We emphasize that the parabolic subalgebra H B1 is generated by T sn and the full abelian subalgebra A. Let U y = H B y denote the H B -submodule of I(π) generated by y. There is a natural H B -homomorphism
By definition, this is surjective. We claim that U y is a proper submodule of I(π) = H B ⊗ HA π. Assume by contradiction that U y = I(π). Then φ is a surjective H B -homomorphism
Denote by σ 0 the H B1 -module generated by y (the space is the same than the one for π 0 ) and by σ the H Sn -module generated by y in the space of π. These are simple modules. The H Wn -homomorphism H Wn ⊗ HW 1 σ 0 → H Wn ⊗ HS n σ induced by φ is clearly surjective. But this is a contradiction with Lemma 3.6.
Remark 3.8. The same reducibility result in Theorem 3.7 and the same proof hold when m − = 0, but m + = 0 and q λi ∈ {q ±m+ } for some i.
The remaining case is discussed next.
Theorem 3.9. Assume that m + = m − = 0. Let π be a simple H A -module and suppose that π has a weight ν = (q λ1 , . . . , q λn ) such that q λi ∈ {±1} for some i. Then I(π) is reducible.
Proof. Without loss of generality, as in the proof of Theorem 3.7, we may assume that i = n. Suppose that m + = m − = 0. Then the last relation in the Bernstein presentation of H B becomes simply
We remark that also in the finite Hecke algebra, the relation for T n is just T 2 n = 1. Let x = 0 be a weight vector in I(π) with weight ν. Because in our situation, θ z T n = T n θ sn(z) for all z ∈ X, we see that T n · x is also a weight vector with weight s n (ν) = ν. Since T n is invertible, T n · x = 0. If T n · x is a multiple of x (necessarily ±x), then we set y = x and we are in the same situation as in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.7, hence Lemma 3.6 may be used to finish the argument.
Otherwise, x and T n · x are linearly independent. Set y = T n · x − x, (also, y = T n · x + x would work equally well), which is a nonzero weight vector with weight ν and which transforms like the Steinberg (sign) representation of
. Now we can finish the proof in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
3.5. Induced modules: disjoint supports. We return to the general case of the affine Hecke algebra
. We now consider the opposite situation for an induced H B -module I(π), where π is a simple H A -module. Namely, we assume that the central character of π (and hence of I(π)) is a Weyl group orbit of (q λ1 , . . . , q λn ), where q λi / ∈ {q ±m+ , −q ±m− } for any i. We say that an H A -module (or an H B -module) has separated support if its central character satisfies this condition.
Consider the nonzero element of A:
Since Ω is W n -invariant, we have Ω ∈ Z and Ω ∈ Z(H A ) = A Sn as well. Define
It is clear that there is a natural equivalence of categories between H A -modules (respectively, H B -modules) with separated support and H A -modules (respectively, H B -modules). We also note that H B is a subalgebra of H B .
The element τ n = R n (θ n q m+ − 1) −1 (θ n q m− + 1) −1 defined previously lives in H B . Since τ n involves in its definition only the elements T n and θ n , it is immediate that τ n commutes with all T i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 2. Lemma 3.10. In H B , τ n T n−1 τ n T n−1 = T n−1 τ n T n−1 τ n .
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, R n−1 R n R n−1 R n = R n R n−1 R n R n−1 , which also implies that R n−1 τ n R n−1 τ n = τ n R n−1 τ n R n−1 .
Here R n−1 = T n−1 (θ αn−1 − 1) − (q − 1)θ αn−1 . Denoteᾱ n−1 = s n (α n−1 ). Notice that s n−1 (ᾱ n−1 ) =ᾱ n−1 , hence T n−1 commutes with θᾱ n−1 . We use this and the relation θ x τ n = τ n θ sn(x) to compute the left hand side of the formula directly:
Since τ 2 n = 1 to obtain the right hand side, we can conjugate the above formula by τ n . Remark that τ n ζτ n = ζ, which then leads to the identity:
T n−1 τ n T n−1 τ n (θ αn−1 − 1)(θᾱ n−1 − 1) = τ n T n−1 τ n T n−1 (θ αn−1 − 1)(θᾱ n−1 − 1).
(3.22)
In H B , we may divide both sides by (θ αn−1 −1)(θᾱ n−1 −1), which means that T n−1 τ n T n−1 τ n = τ n T n−1 τ n T n−1 holds in H B , but then also in H B since the two sides are in H B (which is a subalgebra of H B ).
Define H 0 n to be the A-subalgebra of H B generated by T 1 , . . . , T n−1 , τ n .
Remark 3.11. The algebra H 0 n is not equal to H B . The reason is that in order to write T n in terms of τ n , one needs to invert θ −1 ] is given by T i → T i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, τ n → T n , and θ j → θ j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Using Lemma 3.10, where now we can cancel (θ αn−1 − 1)(θᾱ n−1 − 1), we see that the relations between generators are all respected.
Moreover, the affine Hecke algebra H A of gl(n) is a subalgebra of H 0 n . To summarize, we have the inclusions:
(3.23) 
−1 ] by Proposition 3.12. Hence
This proves the claim.
Theorem 3.13 says, in particular, that if π has separated support not containing ±1, then the reducibility of I(π) only depends on π and not on the labels m + , m − of the Hecke algebra of B n . This proves in the regular case of separated support not containing ±1, the following theorem, which is a precise Hecke algebras formulation of [LT, Conjecture 1.3] . We prove Theorem 3.14 in general in the next section (see Corollaries 4.11 and 4.23) using Kato's exotic geometry [Ka] .
Example 3.15. It is possible for I(π) to be reducible even if π has separated support. For example, take π to equal an irreducible minimal principal series of H A with real central character (q λ1 , q λ2 , . . . , q λn ), λ i ∈ R for all i, such that:
(3.26)
The first condition means that π is irreducible, while the second that it has separated support. By induction in stages I(π) is the minimal principal series of H B which, given the conditions already imposed, is reducible if and only if
Notice that this reducibility condition is independent of m + , m − , as predicted by Theorem 3.13.
Kato's exotic geometry
For the comparison between the representation theories of affine Hecke algebras for the same classical root datum, but with different parameters, Kato's geometric realization [Ka] , via his "exotic geometry", is particularly well-suited. Theorem 3.14 will follow from this geometric realization, but we need to summarize the main relevant results of Kato's work and the particular applications of it from [CK] . The geometric construction in Kato's work follows the main techniques of Kazhdan-Lusztig and Ginzburg, but the main geometric object is the exotic Steinberg variety (4.3) rather than the classical Steinberg variety. We mention that unlike the classical Kazhdan-Lusztig picture, the exotic geometry seems to not fit so well with the Langlands classification in terms of parabolical induction from tempered modules (a classification of the tempered modules in the exotic geometry is achieved in [CK] , but the description is quite involved). However, as we will see, the geometric geometry is very useful when one needs to compare the representation theory of two affine Hecke algebras of the same type, but with different parameters.
To simplify notation, write H Bn for the generic affine Hecke algebra defined in terms of the root datum of SO(2n + 1, C) and with three parameters (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ). We may drop the subscript when the context is clear. The notation of [Ka] differs a little bit from our previous notation, and we will explain in subsection 4.2 the relation between his parameters and the ones we used before. It suffices to say here that the affine Hecke algebra H B (m + , m − ) that we considered before is obtained in the exotic geometry by specializing (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) = (−q m− , q m+ , q). Notice the minus sign in front of the first entry.
We follow [CK] . We fix some notation first. Let G = Sp(2n, C) acting on its vector representation
Let P 0 be a Borel subgroup and T ⊂ P 0 be a maximal torus. We will write the roots of G with respect to T in the standard coordinates R ′ = {±ǫ i ± ǫ j , i = j, 2ǫ i }, and we make the convention that the simple roots with respect to
3 which acts on V as follows: G acts diagonally, and (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 ) ∈ (C × ) 3 acts by multiplication by (c −1
2 ). Let V + denote the sum of the positive weight spaces in V and set F = G × P0 V + with the action map
Let N denote the image of µ. If a = (s, q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) is a semisimple element in G, denote by F a , N a etc. its fixed points, and let G(a) = G(s) denote the centralizer of s in G (this is a connected group, as G is simply connected). Let
denote the projection onto the flag variety. The exotic Springer fiber is
the specialization of the generic Hecke algebra H at the central character defined by a. Let
be the exotic Steinberg variety [Ka, section 1.1]. The G-equivariant K-theory of Z, K G (Z) has a natural structure of an associative ring ( [CG, section 2.7] ). Using the elements of the theory developed in [CG] , the first main result of [Ka] is that Definition 4.1. We say that a semisimple element a ∈ G is real positive if a = (s, −1, q m , q), where q > 1, m ∈ R, and s ∈ G is hyperbolic. A simple H-module L is said to have real positive central character if the central character of L is W · a, where a is real positive.
Suppose from now on that a ∈ G is a positive real semisimple element. Let W n denote the set of (isomorphism classes) of irreducible W n -representations. By the Tits deformation theorem, we know that the simple modules of the finite Hecke algebra H Wn are in one-to-one correspondence with W n . By abusing notation, we may denote by σ both the irreducible W n -representation and the corresponding H Wn -module. For X ∈ N a , the exotic standard H a -module is realized in the total Borel-Moore homology:
Let a 0 = (1, −1, 1, 1) ∈ G. The exotic nilpotent cone is N a0 on which G acts with finitely many orbits. The parameterization of the orbits is described in [Ka, section 1.3] , and we will recall it in the next subsection. An important feature of this geometry is that for each X ∈ N a0 ,
where Stab G (X) = {g ∈ G | g · X = X}. This will have the effect that in this theory, unlike the classical settings of the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory [KL] or Springer theory [Sp] , there are only trivial local systems present in the parameterizations. The following exotic Springer correspondence should be compared with the classical Springer correspondence [Sp] .
Theorem 4.2 ([Ka, Theorem 8.3]).
Let X ∈ N a0 be given. The top Borel-Moore homology group H 2dX (E a0 X , C) has a structure of an irreducible W n -representation, denoted by σ X . This induces a oneto-one correspondence
Since the G-action on N a0 has finitely many orbits, there exists a unique open dense orbit O a0 0 in N a0 . The exotic Springer correspondence is such that if X ∈ O a0 0 , then σ X is the sign representation, while if X = 0, then σ 0 is the trivial representation.
Let X ∈ N a be given. Under the assumption that a is positive real, the restriction of M (a,X) to H Wn is given by [Ka, Theorem 9 .2], see [CK, Corollary 1.19] :
(4.8)
By the exotic Springer correspondence, this means that σ X = H 2dX (E a0 X , C) appears with multiplicity one in M (a,X) .
, denote by L (a,X) the unique irreducible subquotient of M (a,X) containing σ X . We will refer to L (a,X) as the exotic simple module.
Remark 4.4. Since H 0 (E a0 X , C) is the sign W n -representation, it is also interesting to remark that in this construction, every exotic standard module M (a,X) , X ∈ N a0 , contains the sign H Wn -representation!
We remark that when a is a positive real semisimple element, then N a ⊂ N a0 , which allows us to use the main classification result of [Ka] , in the case of positive real central character, as follows. . Let a be a positive real semisimple element. There is a natural equivalence of categories
where PSh G(a) (V a ) is the category of G(a)-equivariant perverse sheaves on V a . In particular, there is a one-to-one correspondence
An essential observation for the second part of Theorem 4.5 is that for every v ∈ V a , the stabilizer Stab G(a) (v) is a connected group [Ka, Theorem 4.10] , and therefore every G(a)-local system supported on the G(a)-orbit of v is a constant sheaf.
Notice that the assumption that a = (s, −1, q m , q) is real positive means that V a equals the fixed points of the action of s × (q m , q) on V 1 ⊕ V 2 . This is because the action of −1 on V 1 does not have nontrivial fixed points for hyperbolic s.
Definition 4.6. We will say that a = (s, −1, q m , q) is a positive real semisimple separated element if s = (q λ1 , . . . , q λn ), λ i ∈ R \ {±m}, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Remark 4.7. The case of positive real semisimple characters a = (s, −1, q m , q) in the exotic geometry corresponds to the affine Hecke algebra H B (m + , m − ) with m − = 0 and m + = m from section 3. Thus Definition 4.6 gives precisely the separatedness condition from section 3 for these values of m − and m + .
Corollary 4.8. Let a be a positive real semisimple separated element. Then V a equals the q-eigenspace V 2 (q) of s on V 2 , and therefore G(a)\V a = G(s)\V 2 (q) is independent of m.
Proof. Since q ±m does not appear in s, it is immediate that q −m s does not have any nonzero fixed points in V 1 . The claim follows.
Corollary 4.9. Let m 1 , m 2 be two real numbers and let s be a hyperbolic semisimple element. Set a i = (s, −1, q mi , q), i = 1, 2 and suppose that both a 1 and a 2 are separated.
a2 is an equivalence of categories between H a2 -modules and H a1 -modules.
Proof. This is clear from Corollary 4.8 and Theorem 4.5.
We regard the set of submodules of a finite length module as a lattice with the partial order given by inclusion.
Lemma 4.10. Let C and D be abelian categories of modules (over possibly different algebras) and F : C → D an equivalence of categories. Then F induces an equivalence of categories between the corresponding full subcategories of modules of finite length. In addition, for every finite length module X in C, X and F (X) have the same length and isomorphic lattices of submodules.
Proof. Let us first remark that an equivalence of abelian categories is always an exact functor. (It has a left and a right adjoint [P, §1 Theorem 5.3] , which implies that it is right and left exact [P, §3 Corollary 2.3] .) In particular, F preserves the length of a module and the injectivity of a morphism. Denote the corresponding modules by M and M ′ = F (M ) and denote by M 1 the direct sum of simple submodules of M and by M ′ 1 the corresponding submodule of M ′ . By considering the quasi-inverse of F , one sees that the multiplicities are preserved. Taking for each simple submodule the quotient-module, reconsidering the sum of simple submodules of these quotient-modules and repeating this process, the lemma follows. (The procedure has to finish because of the finite length.) Corollary 4.11. Retain the same notation as in Corollary 4.9. Let π be a simple H A -module with central character s and form the induced modules I(π) i = H ai ⊗ (HA)s π, i = 1, 2. Then the modules I(π) 1 and I(π) 2 have the same length and the functor F induces an isomorphisms of their lattices of submodules.
Proof. We have the following diagram
Here Ind denote the parabolic induction functor from H A . The correspondence F is compatible with the parabolic induction, see for example, [CK, Theorem 1.22] ; in other words, diagram (4.9) is commutative. Since the functor F is exact, the claim follows.
Remark 4.12. One may ask if it is possible to compute explicitly the composition factors and multiplicities in an induced module I(π). This appears to be a difficult problem. One possible approach using the exotic geometry would have two steps.
Firstly, one needs to analyze the relation between I(π) and the exotic standard modules M (a,X) . For this, the induction theorem in this setting is [Ka, Theorem 7.4] .
Secondly, one would need to know the composition series of exotic standard modules in terms of the exotic simple modules. These are given by intersection cohomology as in the classical setting of KazhdanLusztig and Ginzburg. For every G(a)-orbit O = G(a) · X, let IC(O) denote the corresponding intersection cohomology G(a)-equivariant simple perverse sheaf on N a . Then [Ka, Theorem 11.2] says that the multiplicity of L (a,X ′ ) as a composition factor of M (a,X) is
As one can see from [Ka] (cf. [CK] ), when a is separated, the geometry underlying this calculation is very similar to the classical one of Zelevinsky [Ze] .
Remark 4.13. In general, the problem of computing explicitly the multiplicities (4.10) is very difficult.
In the classical setting of the Kazhdan-Lusztig geometry for affine Hecke algebras [KL] , an algorithm does not exist (at least to our knowledge). In the setting of the geometric graded affine Hecke algebras [Lu2] , a complete and difficult algorithm was obtained by Lusztig in [Lu3] . In the particular case of the graded affine Hecke algebra H A of type A (which appears for example for the p-adic group GL(n)), there exist exact functors defined by Arakawa and Suzuki [AS] from the category O for gl(n, C) to the category of finite-dimensional H A -modules, and, using results of Lusztig and Zelevinsky, the multiplicity question for H A -modules can be resolved in terms of the usual Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials for S n (i.e., Schubert cells for GL(n, C)). For graded affine Hecke algebras of classical types (which appear in the representation theory of classical p-adic groups), certain functors were defined in [CT] from the category of (g, K)-modules of classical real reductive groups. It is expected that, similarly to the type A case, the multiplicity question for these Hecke algebras can be resolved in terms of Kazhdan-Lusztig-Vogan polynomials.
4.2.
Specializations of the parameters. The affine Hecke algebra H with three parameters (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) considered in the previous discussion of Kato's exotic geometry gives rise to the following specializations. The most general Hecke algebra corresponding to the root datum of type B n in the Bernstein presentation or, equivalently, to the labeled affine diagram of type C n in the Iwahori-Matsumoto presentation [IM] 
is obtained by specializing (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) = (−q (λn−λ0)/2 , q (λn+λ0)/2 , q λ1 ). We recall that in the IwahoriMatsumoto presentation, this algebra H is generated by {T 0 , T 1 , . . . , T n }, where T 0 corresponds to the affine simple reflection, subject to the braid relations in the affine Weyl group and the quadratic relations:
For example, when λ 0 = 1, λ 1 = 2, and λ n = 2, we get the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of the special unitary group of a quaternion form in 2n variables, denoted 2 C 2n in [Ti, page 64] . The classical Hecke algebras are obtained as specializations as follows. The affine Hecke algebra defined in terms of the root datum of SO(2n+1, C) with two parameters, equivalently for the labeled affine Dynkin diagram in the Iwahori-Matsumoto presentation
is obtained by setting (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) = (−1, q m , q). For example, when m = 1, we get the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of the symplectic group Sp(2n, F ).
The affine Hecke algebra for the root datum of Sp(2n, C) with two parameters, equivalently for the labeled affine Dynkin diagram in the Iwahori-Matsumoto presentation
is isomorphic to the one for the diagram
and this is obtained by setting (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) = (−q m/2 , q m/2 , q). When m = 1, this is the Iwahori-Hecke algebra of the split orthogonal p-adic group SO(2n + 1, F ). The Iwahori-Hecke algebra H(SO(2n)) of the special orthogonal group SO(2n, F ) (equivalently, defined in terms of the root datum of SO(2n, C)) corresponds to the Iwahori-Matsumoto diagram
and it is isomorphic to the one for the diagram
Consider the specialization H B (0), (q 0 , q 1 , q 2 ) = (−1, 1, q), which corresponds to the Iwahori- 
The algebra H(SO(2n)) has an outer automorphism δ defined on the Iwahori-Matsumoto generators by
i.e., δ flips the branched nodes in (4.17). Define the Hecke algebra of O(2n) to be Example 4.17. An important example is the following. Assume s e = (−1, . . . , −1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ T is such that G(s e ) = Sp(2n 1 ) × Sp(2n 2 ) with n 1 + n 2 = n. Suppose s = s 1 s 2 ∈ T , s i ∈ Sp(2n i ), i = 1, 2, has elliptic part s e . Set a = (s, −q m− , q m+ , q). Suppose ψ : G 1 ։ G 2 is an isogeny of the complex reductive groups G 1 and G 2 . Let ψ * : R 2 → R 1 be the induced isogeny of root data. Let H i = H(R 1 , λ i , λ * i ), i = 1, 2 be affine Hecke algebras with parameters as in Definition 3.1. If the parameters are compatible with respect to ψ * , which we assume now, then we have an injective algebra homomorphism ψ * : H 2 → H 1 , see for example [Re, sections 1.4, 1.5 ]. An immediate consequence of the reduction to real central character theorems [Lu1, Theorems 8.6 and 9.3 ] is the following:
Lemma 4.20. The algebra homomorphism ψ * induces an equivalence of categories between the modules with real positive central characters of H 1 and H 2 .
In other words, the classification of modules with real positive central character for an affine Hecke algebra is independent of the isogeny of the root datum.
Proposition 4.21. Let H be an affine Hecke algebra for a root datum of type GL(n), B n , C n , or D n (of arbitrary isogeny) with unequal parameters, or H = H(O(2n)). Let H A be the GL-Hecke subalgebra of H and let π be a simple H A -module with real positive separated central character. Then the reducibility of I(π) and the structure of its lattice of submodules are independent of the parameters of H.
Proof. When H is an affine Hecke algebra for a general linear group, the proposition is a tautology.
Otherwise, via the specializations presented in the previous subsection and Lemma 4.14, one is, for the cases therein, reduced to consider the case of the affine Hecke algebra H for the root datum of SO(2n + 1) with unequal parameters and of a semisimple element s with s e = 1. Then, example 4.17 applied to s e = 1 brings us back to the situation considered in the subsection 4.1 and one concludes by Corollary 4.11.
Finally, because of the independence of isogeny at real positive central character Lemma 4.20, the claim holds for all root data.
Corollary 4.22. Let H B be the affine Hecke algebra for the root datum of SO(2n + 1, C) and unequal parameters. Let π be a simple H A -module with separated central character. Then the reducibility of I(π) and the structure of its lattice of submodules are independent of the parameters of H B .
Proof. Suppose that the central character of π is represented by the semisimple element s. Consider the algebras H(s) from Theorem 4.15 and H A (s) from Remark 4.19. By [BM, Theorem 6.2] , the reduction to real positive central character commutes with parabolic induction. Hence if π ′ is the (H A (s)) s h -module corresponding to π, then I(π) is reducible if and only if I(π ′ ) = H(s) ⊗ HA(s) π ′ is. Moreover, as it can be seen from the reduction to real positive central character (Theorem 4.15 and (4.20) ), the separatedness condition for the central character as defined in section 3.5 corresponds to the definition of separated real positive central character (Definition 4.6), see Remark 4.7.
The algebra H(s) corresponds to the root datum R s which is a product of the root data of type GL, B, C, D, while H A (s) corresponds to the maximal root subsystem of type GL of R s . Then Proposition 4.21 implies the claim of the corollary.
We have to show that the supercuspidal support of π is separated from σ, if and only if each M i has separated support relative to H Oi⊗σ .
By [H2, Corollary 3.4] , there is a map O i → C × , ρ → λ ρ , such that, for ρ in O i , ρ is factor of a representation in the supercuspidal support of π, if and only if λ ρ is a coefficient of a weight of M i . In addition, as the equivalence of categories preserves parabolic induction, the representation parabolically induced from ρ ⊗ σ is irreducible, if and only if the H Oρ⊗σ -module H Oρ⊗σ ⊗ HO ρ M ρ is irreducible (where O ρ denotes the inertial orbit of ρ). The latter is by the Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 equivalent to say that M ρ has separated support relative to H Oρ⊗σ . Saying that this is true for each factor of a supercuspidal representation in the supercuspidal support of π, is equivalent to say that the weight vector of each M i satisfies the separateness condition relative to H Oi⊗σ . This proves the proposition.
We can now prove the main theorem of the paper, which was conjectured in [LT] :
Theorem 5.4. Let π be an irreducible representation of GL k (E). Assume E = F (resp. E = F ). Let G be a type of classical groups defined over F that is not a unitary group (resp. that is a unitary groups with splitting field E), let d 0 be a nonnegative integer and let σ be an irreducible supercuspidal representation σ of G d0 which is separated from the supercuspidal support of π. Then the structure of the lattice of submodules and, in particular, the reducibility of the representation of G d0+k obtained by (normalized) parabolic induction from π ⊗ σ are independent of G, d 0 , and σ (i.e., they only depend on π).
Proof. Denote by O the supercuspidal support of π. By Theorem 2.5 and Remark 2.6, the Bernstein component Rep (G d(O) ) O⊗σ is equivalent to the category of right modules over a tensor product of extended affine Hecke algebras of type A, B or D as above and this equivalence of category is compatible with parabolic induction and preserves the lattice of submodules of corresponding objects by Lemma 4.10. Saying that π satisfies the support condition relative to σ is by Proposition 5.3 equivalent to say that the corresponding modules over the extended affine Hecke algebras of type A, B and D satisfy this support condition. It is now immediate from Corollary 4.22, 4.23 that the structure of the lattice of submodules of the representation induced from π ⊗ σ and, in particular, its reducibility do not depend on the parameters, even if one switches from an affine Hecke algebra of type B to an extended affine Hecke algebra of type D (or inversely -this may actually happen when changing σ, as [H1, Proposition 1.13, 6 .1] shows with [H3, A.2, C.5], or when changing the type of G according to our statement).
Remark 5.5. (i) By arguments analogous to the ones used in the proof of Theorem 5.4, it follows from Proposition 4.24 that the representation parabolically induced from π ⊗ σ is always reducible, if the support condition is not satisfied. This gives another proof of [LT, Theorem 1.1] , which is also valid in positive characteristic.
(ii) The Theorem 5.4 and the preceding remark become in general wrong, if one switches from a nonunitary group to a unitary group (or inversely): this comes from the fact that the appearance (or not) of affine Hecke algebras of type A is related to the property of a representation of a general linear group to be respectively self-dual or self-(conjugated-)dual. Of course, these properties are in general not equivalent.
